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GUIDO GUERZONI

»Familia«, »corte«, »casa«
The Este Case in Fifteenth–Sixteenth Century

PREFACE

One of the first problems one faces when looking at the court as genus is the unfor-
tunate lack of awareness of the identity and limits of the institution and the correlated
criteria of inclusion and exclusion. These borders and criteria, above and beyond
common historiographical prejudices, were more marked and neat than one might
have imagined in the case I studied. Far from being a crucible into which men, classes,
and powers were accepted indifferently, the Este courts instituted and guarded the
differences, finding in fact their own raison d’être in the faculty of creating, conser-
ving, or destroying them.

In respect of this propensity to order, we should clarify at the outset any possible
terminological misapprehensions. The word court is in fact insufficient and almost
misleading: even though the ambassadors, chronical writers, agents, and treatise wri-
ters sometimes used the words familia, corte, seguito, brigata, comitiva, or casa inter-
changeably in designating the group of individuals bound in a relationship of per-
manent domestic service to a prince, princess, bishop, or cardinal, these terms did
have different meanings.

No small attention was paid to the problem of defining what constituted a familia,
a court, what were the relative borders and who was legitimately part of it. For
example, Sigismondo Sigismondi, treating the distinction of the court, affirmed:

this name of Court is used for the family of a great absolute Prince, whether he be Pope,
Emperor, King, Cardinal, Duke, Marquis, Count or any other title of absolute power; it is
formed of diverse offices and ministers, the one subaltern to the other: and among these are
those principal, some at mid-level, some underlings, some who work for their own honour and
without recompense, and some are salaried; and all under the shadow and protection of the
Prince live with great freedom and privileges, and are exempt from many impositions.

Otherwise, to the question: »but then cannot the family of another important Knight
call itself a Court? as for example one says: the court of Mr. Marquis so and so, or that
other Count, even though they are not absolute Princes?« … the answer was, punc-
tually: »This is not rightly a Court, and those who call it thus have little knowledge of
these things«, since: »one should call it the family of Mr. This, or Mr. That«, repeat-
ing: »it seems to me a great abuse, that so many today pretend to have titles beyond
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their state; thus they want also that their families are called Courts«. And the dialogue
with the imaginary interlocutor continues: »and if one must not call Courts the
families of those Lords and Knights, who in their cities are first after the Prince? for
example the many Counts in Mantua: likewise in Parma, and many outside of Italy«,
the conditions which permitted the legitimate use of the term were given in detail: »It
is not enough to be first after the Prince: but two other conditions are necessary; the
first: that these are successors to the state, as are the Cardinals in Rome, and other-
where, the first-born of Princes, or other of their blood; the families properly called
Courts; secondly, if there not be these primary conditions, that they at least be in
themselves absolute Princes of their States…so that they mint coin, administer justice
and other similar things, with no recourse to any superior Prince«1.

THE »FAMILIA«

Thus, the familia or famiglia came before the court. The clan was founded on blood,
professional and patronage ties that supported all ranks of lay and ecclesiastical elites:
in fact there were familie of podestà, lords, kings, popes, cardinals and bishops,
namely »extended families« with persons of both sexes and all social classes, religious
and lay, even if not blood relations, who recognized the patria potestas of a single
pater, or in the case of female courts, of a single mater.

Thus, in treatises and in ecclesiastical law beginning in the XIIth century, the familia
identified that group of individuals that was of constant and personal service to
popes, cardinals and bishops, and in the lay world the same word indicated the
nucleus of loyal individuals who lived at the side of the king, lord, condottieri and
podestà. Since the beginning of the Duecento, however, two different senses and uses
of the terms coexisted: in some cases, especially in the ecclesiastical sphere, familia
was used in the broader sense as a synonym for court, including all the various
subjects from the most noble to the most humble – whether clerics or lay – who were
constantly in domestic service to the personage. In other cases instead, the word
identified more precisely a restricted élite of courtiers, who were in fact called fa-
miliari, familiares, famulantes, and had the benefit of special treatment which was
also supported juridically.

The exclusiveness of treatment and possession of some faculties were in fact guar-
anteed in special patent letters sealed by the pater or mater familiae, which conferred
on the bearer economic, legal, and fiscal privileges. This explains why there was an
early appearance in these documents of further descriptive terms attempting to avoid
linguistic ambiguity, limiting the confusion of a usage that oscillated between a ge-
neric familia meaning general entourage or following with no differentiation or in-
ternal hierarchy and the, rather more pointed and juridically precise sense of familia
intended as an élite, restricted, and elect nucleus of individuals with specific rights.

1 Sigismondo Sigismondi, Prattica cortigiana, morale et economica nella quale si discorre minu-
tamente de’ Ministri, che servono in Corte d’un Cardinale e si dimostrano le qualità, che loro
convengono, Ferrara, Vittorio Baldini, 1604, p. 15–16.
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This is a fundamental point given that the Este officials were too well aware of the
differences between the two areas; the Ferrarese functionaries charged with listing
the companions at table or preparing the distribution of clothing and food-stuffs
included in the Este familie only some individuals – often bearers of proper patent
letters of familiarità – distinguishing them carefully from those serving in the relative
courts. I used the plural of the lemmas familia and corti because at Ferrara, from the
1480’s, there were not only the familia and the ducal court, but also a constellation of
familie and independent courts maintained by various princes and princesses of the
blood, who, taken together, constituted the House of Este.

The patent letters of familiarità were documents of identity, but also listed in detail
the privileges enjoyed by the bearer. For example, while the familiari perceived
twelve monthly stipends, all the other courtiers sustained one or two paghe morte,
withholdings meant to cover certain kinds of expenses2. In this regard the familia
included only a small part of the Household in its usual sense: given the hundreds and
hundreds of precise rolls of salariati di corte, in the State Archive of Modena I never
found, for the Quattrocento and Cinquecento, any registers reserved only to the lists
of familiari, nor did I find registers in which the numerous letters of patent drafted by
the Este chancellery were regularly and carefully transcribed. These registers might
have been lost or destroyed, but it is also possible that it was not considered necessary
to collect and order these acts, as if the burden of proof in some way rested with the
familiare. It is for this reason that I found most of the patent letters together with the
documents of the beneficiary families, frequently still bearing the original seals. If at
all, there may still be a question of effective possession, on the part of all the familiari,
of the relative letter of patent of familiarità, almost as if in Ferrara the livery, arms,
devices, mottos, seals, and crests that distinguished every court were enough to guar-
antee respect for the immunity given to the Este familiari.

In fact it seems to me that the patent letters were written only in response to specific
requests, deriving above all from the need to use these documents as proof, outside
the capital, but that they were not written and consigned according to a standard
procedure, almost as if there were other practices for attribution and communication
of titles to the appropriate chancelleries.

Otherwise it is difficult to understand the motive for, in many other, widely dif-
fering, kinds of sources, listing the members of the familie separately. This occurs in
almost all of the numerous compendia, significati, and ordinari of the wardrobe,
drappamenta, of bread, wine, grassa, spices, larder, of meat or fish, with the familiari
listed at the side. In the figurato of all the Chamber expenses of the year 1501, in the
sum of the expenses sustained the previous year in payment of the stipends of the
salariati di bolletta, in comparison to a total expense of the ducal court of 32 281 lire 8
soldi and 8 denari, the voice familia of Our most Illustrious Lord with all the House
officers amounted to only 13 278 lire. This was the equivalent of the stipends of about

2 The paga morta delle mure was a tax laid on Ferrarese subjects including courtiers and destined
to cover the expenses of maintenance, expansion, and fortification of the circuit of walls. In the
case of courtly employees, the tax was »withheld at the source«; prorated into monthly pay-
ments.
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a hundred persons, considering that the annual earnings of a gentleman oscillated
between 140 and 180 lire and that of a cameriere varied from 120 to 140. On the same
page, in a significant way, were noted separately the other cost items regarding sti-
pends paid to officials of various offices of the ducal courts evidently not included in
the family of Ercole I. Three years later a similar register shows a smaller expense,
since the entry relative to the familia of our most Illustrious Lord totalled 9539 lire
and 6 soldi, compared to a global expense for the salariati di bolletta of the ducal
court of 36 882 lire 18 soldi and 8 denari3.

In the case of the Este, at least until the middle of the Cinquecento, family and court
referred to two distinct groups of people who were meant to be kept distinct. The
distinction derives from the sometimes ambiguous use of the term familia to de-
scribe, in the first half of the Cinquecento, the courts of offspring still dependent on
the Duke (normally these were minors), for reasons that are easily understood. Nev-
ertheless, in most cases the two terms were not confused. Observing carefully the use
of the terms one discovers in the decree of the concession of a fiscal exemption to the
heirs of Iacomo da Larpa, listed in the rolls of Ercole I’s court as musician since 1475
and at service to guests from 1484 to 1499, that the deceased was meaningfully defined
as olim cortesano et familiare di vostra Eccellenza4 by the ducal chancellery. This
distinction was valid also for those who served in the families of the other Este courts:
in the patent letter by Alfonso I for the agents and suppliers of Renata of Valois, wife
of Prince Ercole II, explicit reference is made to the fact that »the most illustrious
Lady of Ferrara (Renata) our most honored daughter-in-law« made »every year the
provision for her own, the court’s and family’s Housewares«5.

The family was therefore a subset, a minority portion not coincident with the
whole court. From the late Quattrocento the courts of the Este dukes, with a hundred
familiari averaged more than four hundred courtiers. In fact lords, gentlemen, ca-
merieri, and squires were part of the familia, as were some secretaries and chancellors,
a few House officers (carvers, stewards, the maestro of the House, the maestri of the
guardaroba, stable and hunt masters), some chaplains, barbers, only a few musicians,
some stable boys and the pages. Substantially it consisted of the élite and their closest
servants, who ate at their table and slept under their roof. Thus, while in the bolletta
del soldo of 1487, forty-five of the most important members of the duke’s court
(lords, gentlemen, camerieri, squires, carvers, seneschals, stable and hunt masters),
were listed as famiglia of the castle6, in the bolletta dei salariati of 1521, Count
Galeazzo Boschetti, the magnificent messeri Vincenzo Mosti, Orazio Cestarelli, Lu-
dovico dai Banchi, and the respectable Giovanni Scarabia da Spagna, Knight of Malta,

3 This figure results from calculations on the data in A.S.Mo., C.D.E., A.C., Significati, n. 12,
Significati 1504, cc. XXX and 30.

4 A.S.Mo., A.S.E., Cancelleria, Leggi e Decreti, serie B, n.XXX, Herculis I beneficiorum registrum
1499 ad 1505, p. 127.

5 Ibid., Decreti e chirografi sciolti, busta 1b, Sec. XVI senza data e dal 1501 al 1540, patente of 22
agosto 1532.

6 In A.S.Mo., C.D.E., Soldo, n. 9, Boletta del soldo 1487. The members of the castle family are
listed from c. 2 to c. 27, and include Magnifico Messere Nicolò da Correggio on c. 40 and the
respectable Francesco da L’Argento a c. 185.
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appeared as ducal consocio, while the respectable lords Santorre da Napoli, Barto-
lomeo Cavalieri, Francesco dal Saracino, Gerolamo Bellaia, and the respectable Do-
menichino da Ferrara and Ludovico Ferrari, listed in earlier bollette as gentlemen and
chamberlains, were now listed as ducal familiare7.

The circle was clearly restricted to those named in official sources of the time as
familiari, apart from the specific role played at court, which was anyhow often
mentioned beside the title. This explains the recurrence of expressions such as gen-
tleman and familiare, cameriere and familiare, secretary and familiare, etc., or their
Latin equivalents.

Far from being merely a question of honorifics or a pretext for captious judicial
arguments, the definition of the legal borders of the familia actually constituted a
vital theme, since in both the ecclesiastical and lay worlds the status of familiare
guaranteed, automatically, specific privileges and enjoyment of certain exemptions.
An illustrious example is the long list of honors, emoluments, privileges, graces, and
benefits mentioned in the letter of patent with which Ercole II d’Este accepted messer
Nicola Coccapani da Carpi into the company of his gentlemen and familiari:

Ercole II, third duke of Ferrara […], aware of the heartfelt affection of the knight Nicolo
Coccapani of Carpi and with what concentration and diligence he has so far served us, we have
decided to accept him and inscribe him amongst those dear gentlemen and familiari so that he
may gain some fruit from our benevolence also because those who will handle this our letter will
recognise and be grateful. Therefore in virtue of our knowledge and in everyway that we can we
accept him as our gentleman and familiare, with the same honours, emoluments, privileges and
benefits as our other gentlemen and familiari, asking from our heart all the ecclesiastical Di-
gnities, servants of Kings, Republics, Princes, Fathers and our friends, and the rectors and officers
of their lands and gatekeepers, to whom these shall be shown if he should pass through their
lands or gates, that they receive him well for our sake and not only himself pass in safety but all
his family horse, and things, and also with no payment of customs, passage, road-fees, or taxes,
that would please us greatly as we also offer to render the same treatment in exchange to
whomever extends this courtesy. But to our subjects and officers we command the same under
pain of our displeasure; also we concede to the above mentioned Mr. Nicolo our gentleman and
familiare that he and his servants may bear arms for defense throughout our domain and at his
pleasure he may hunt in our lands at Carpi, in confidence the he will use modestly and respect-
fully both of these privileges. And in faith we have sealed these letters of patent with our usual
seal. Given in Ferrara in our palace on XV November 15348.

Furthermore, it must not be forgotten that the princes and princesses of the House of
Este could also write similar patent letters. This exemplifies the institutionality of the
practice, as one can assume from the act written by Prince Alfonso, who became
Duke in 1559:

7 Ibid., B.S., n. 32, Giornale boletta dei salariati 1521, cc. 1–12.
8 In A.S.Mo., A.S.E., Cancelleria, Decreti e chirografi sciolti, busta 1b, Sec.XVI undated and from

1501 to 1540.
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Alfonso Este first born of the Prince of Ferrara, having preyed Ercole Perinato, citizen of Fer-
rara, that we wish to make him our familiare so that he may enjoy those prerogatives, emolu-
ments, exemptions, and customs as those original (familiari), We are aware of his faithful service
to his excellence the Duke our father and ourselves, we are content to satisfy his request: and so in
vigour of these our letters of patent, of our certain knowledge and desire we elect, create, and
depute him into the number of our original familiari9.

This is a rather important document, nearly identical to others conferred on other
princes and princesses of royal blood, and it shows the elite and closed nature, clearly
expressed in the insider formulation of the phrase »number of our original familiari«
repeating the acquisitive character of the privileges attributed to the familiare.

Such documents illustrate the principal legal characteristics of familiarità in its
literal sense: the concession is unilateral, its validity is in theory perpetual (even
though letters of confirmation do exist)10, the absence of spatial limits to these pri-
vileges, the attribution of very broad exemptions from customs and taxation, the
permission to bear arms, the permission to be abroad after curfew, and the coveted
permission to hunt in the ducal reserves.

However, one must not think that the benefits cited above were attributed only in
virtue of the inclusion of Coccapani among gentlemen or that the condition of gen-
tleman and familiare were necessarily correlated. The »Decretum exemptionis et
immunitatis unius molendini impertitae in ampla forma Christoforo Cefalo ducali
familiari ad servitia deputato« repeats that individuals of bourgeois extraction could
be recognized as familiari, like Cristoforo Cefalo, already courtier to Borso I in 1471
and ai servitii of Ercole I in 1488, to whom was granted the exemption ab omnibus et
singulis oneribus gravaminibus et solutionis officiorum consulis securitatum ecclesiole
et massariae communis et palatii iuris huius nostrae civitatis necnon offici bladorum
eiusdem tam impositis quam imponendis exceptis tantummodo collectis et aliis gra-
vaminibus quae ratione estimi imponerentur in ipsa nostra urbem per officium XII
sapientium et a solutione modii frumenti annui quod nobis et camerae nostrae de-
beretur11.

The terms »sir«, »gentleman«, and familiare were used with great attention and
carefully distinguished. While only the principal exponents of the feudality of the
Este duchy and other states were listed as Lords, that is the titulars of lordships,
marchesates, or counties, the case of the gentlemen is more controversial. In fact one
finds registered as such some equites and comites palatini, cadets of noble Houses,

9 Ibid., Con lettera patente il Principe Alfonso d’Este nomina suo familiare Ercole Perinato
Ferrarese.

10 See for example in A.S.Mo., A.S.E., Particolari, 993, Obizzi, the confirmation of 27 February
1561 of the patent of familiarità drawn up on 20 April 1540. In like manner, in B.A.M., Archivio
Pio Falcò of Savoia, n. 444 (V.N. 404), Fascicolo 7 Giovanni Battista Pio, di Guido, there is the
patent letter of 1559 with which the newly invested Duke Alfonso II confirmed the validity of
the privileges described in the patent letter with which his father Ercole II had given the title of
familiare and table companion in 1557 to Giovanni Battista Pio.

11 In A.S.Mo., A.S.E., Cancelleria, Leggi e Decreti, serie B, n. XII, Herculis I decretorum registrum
1486 ad 1488, p. 204–205.
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youths of eminent magnate Houses, and some captains of ducal militias. These ben-
efited from immunities and exemptions proper to familiari, but could also count on a
broader and more articulated panorama of potential advantages, from feudal inve-
stitures to the accumulation of ecclesiastical benefices, from the carrying out of fruit-
ful military commissions to the filling of prestigious ambassadorial postings.

It should in any case be emphasized that the possession of a noble title did not
automatically confer the status of familiare. This condition could only be established
by apposite letters of patent like those with which Ercole II in 1556 nominated the
magnificent count Francesco de Fontanellis, noble from Reggio domesticum fami-
liarem et commensalem nostrum [...] cum eisdem omnibus emolumentis, privilegiis,
gratis, prerogativis et beneficiis quibus ceteri nobis carissimi familiari frui et gaudere
consueverunt12.

Inversely, the title familiare could also be attributed to a person not of noble birth
without in any way nobilitating the person in question. If it is true that almost all the
lords and the gentlemen of the various Este courts were also members of the respec-
tive familie, the patents of familiarità did not ipso facto confer any title of nobility on
their heirs. Duca Ercole I in 1504 referred to Carlo Bonvicino delle Carte, called
Baron, as camerarius et familiaris nostro domesticus dilectissimus, granting him fiscal
advantages13 very like those which two years later Alfonso I would recognize for the
spettabile Siviero Sivieri, his secretary, thus qualifying him as egregius familiaris et
cancellarius noster dilectissimus14.

It is thus no accident that the sources speak of noble members of the family, nor
that in the patents some are accepted as gentlemen and familiari and others simply as
familiari. If with the increase in social rank the probability of becoming part of the
Este familie (but not all of the nobles were domestic familiari) increased, conversely,
attaining the status of familiare did not automatically sanction the nobility of its
bearer, as it is a judicial rather than a noble title. In this sense, if it is true that lords and
gentlemen almost always obtained various immunities, the other members of the
court did not automatically confer either the patent of familiarità or like advantages,
in virtue of mechanisms connected to signority of service or position in the hierarchy.
The title familiare was in fact always benignly conferred by the Este princes in an
official act, meeting the content of the supplications made to the chancellery or
recited in person in the ambience of a relationship that was entirely lacking in that
bilateralism of a clearly contractual quality, that some scholars15 have noted in analo-
gous cardinalate patents. The reasons that justified these concessions were in fact
always the same: the dukes, duchesses, princes and princesses of Este non indecorum
aut indignum Principis esse existimavimus illius comodo et utilitati quantum possu-

12 Ibid., n. 21, Herculis II beneficiorum registrum 1555 e 1556, p. 240–243.
13 Ibid., n. XIII, Alphonsi I decreta exempla 1505 ad 1533, p. 302–303.
14 Ibid., Particolari, 1335, Siviero Sivieri, patent letter of 13 February 1506.
15 I refer to the theory expressed by Lucinda Byatt in her article Aspetti giuridici e finanziari di una

»familia« cardinalizia del XVI secolo: un progetto di ricerca, in: C. Mozzarelli (ed.), Familia
del Principe e famiglia aristocratica, vol. II, Roma 1988, p. 589–610, especially the passage on
p. 613: »these letters (of familiarità) were probably signed after a month or two of service at
court, so that up to that moment each of the parties could ›truncate the agreement and the pact‹«.
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mus consulere et prospicere ut aliquam in se nostram beneficentiam et liberalitatem
experiat qua commotus excitatusque serventius et fidelius nobis servitutis prestet of-
ficia16. With their liberal and gentle acts they repaid the faithful and longterm service,
binding the beneficiaries to themselves and tempting the aspiring, but their benefices
could not be refused.

My attempts up to this point to clarify the meanings of the terms familia and
familiare still require some more work: the fact that in the official acts the term
familiaris was almost always followed or introduced by other qualifying terms such
as domesticus, commensalis, aulicus, curialis, consocius, had a clear justification and
this deserves proper attention.

The frequent use of the adjective domesticus, almost always accompanied by the
expression continuus et commensalis, indicated an effective and continuous co-hab-
itation which bore with it the honor, which became a right, to eat the same food
which was prepared for the duke. One must not mistake the literal meaning of
commensality: it did not guarantee eating at the same table as the duke, where not
more than twenty were accomodated, but rather to eat in one of the dining-rooms,
usually in what in fact was referred to as the famiglia where dinners and suppers were
served to the familiari. This was, anyway, a discriminating and qualifying element
given that treatises and ecclesiastical jurisprudence themselves essentially identified
the true familiari by their regular and continuous dining, and daily reception of
ferculum.

In this regard the formula was used to distinguish the titled from those who re-
ceived the patent of familiarità without serving in the House as domestics and eating
at the lord’s table. In fact, even individuals who did not serve at court nor were in any
way dependent on the duke or other members of the Este House could be named
familiari. These aspired to the title of familiare only in order to enjoy its exemptions
and privileges.

I could not find many instances of this practice, especially towards the middle of
the Cinquecento, but it certainly complicates research on the subject, introducing
some elements of confusion, if the patent of familiarità could be conferred also on
foreigners, just to give them some privileges. This can be clearly understood from the
patent letter written for the respectable Mister Abraam Emanuel of Norsa, Jewish
banker and noble of Ferrara, never registered, before or after, in the rolls of any Este
court. In virtue of this letter Duke Ercole II declared that:

I create and accept him mister Abraam Emanuele and all his offspring and descendents forever
as our principal gentlemen and familiari and we add them to the number of other nobles of our
family with all the honors emoluments privileges, benefits, extentions and favours that these our
domestic gentlemen receive and enjoy.

Thanks to the patent letter of familiarità conferred by the Duke Abraam Emanuel da
Norsa could enjoy – beyond the usual fiscal and customs immunity – the faculty for

16 A.S.Mo., A.S.E., Cancelleria, Leggi e Decreti, serie B, n. XX, Civilitatum et exemptionum
registrum 1543 ad 1560, p. 6–7.
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all his offspring and all of his family to go, stay, practice, sell in all the towns and places
of our state without any obligation to wear any sign marking them as Jewish, but may
go as he likes and all the above written things are given to them notwithstanding
orders or statute to the contrary. Abraam Emanuel da Norsa was at the same time
given Ferrarese citizenship, and the power and license and full faculty to acquire
purchase and possess real estate and of any kind there may be in that city of Ferrara
and in all places in our dominion and that they may inherit and remain heirs and will
and leave to their heirs in the way all our other citizens do17.

I believe that the frequent use of the terms »aulicus« and »curialis« derives also
from this practice: these were not synonymous, but referred to two differing spheres
of belonging: in the patent of familiarità by Duke Alfonse I for the noble Ferrarese
citizen Giangiacomo Bebio, the two lemmas are separated: in nostrorum familiarium
et nobilium numero et inter nostros curiales at aulicos deputavimus et descripsimus18.
Besides the distinction between familiari and nobili, I find the use of the terms curialis
and aulicis in this document very interesting. In the first instance these were used to
reinforce the effective domesticity of the service relation, the constant frequence of
the palatium curiae mentioned in many official acts, in order to differentiate aulici
and curiali from those others who, although they possessed the title of familiari or
noble, could not show the same customs, having gained the title only in order to
satisfy other ends. This distinction seems to be made by Eberhard von Weyhe, who in
his »Aulicus politicus«19 identified the aulici as the most eminent members of the
court who filled the most prestigious roles, as one may deduce from the biographies
of the two persons mentioned in the »Decretum donationis concessum Ioanni Pas-
qualeto ducali aulico et armigero« and in the »donatio facta Magnifico et Generoso
equiti domino Francisco Ricardo de Ortona ducali fido aulico de valle Curole di-
strictus adriae«20.

The consoci were part of the élite aulica; they were rarely more than four in number
and represented the crème de la crème, the absolute apex of the familia, as one can
divine when examining the patent letter with which the Duke Borso d’Este conferred
the title of consocio e commensale on the palatine count Sir Antonio Roverella, neph-
ew of Lorenzo, Bishop of Ferrara, Referendario Apostolico and secret counsellor to
the Duke and Cardinal Bartolomeo of Ravenna. In the text it is established that Quod
cum ita sit volumus ac statimus ut decetero ipse dominus Antonius fungatur fungique
debeat omnibus illis honoribus, privilegijs, exemptionibus, immunitatibus, Preroga-
tivis et comoditatibus quibus ceteri nostri conspicui consotii ac commensales amantis-
simi funguntur et gaudent ac fungi et gaudere posse noscuntur hic et ubique locorum21.

17 Ibid., p. 43–35, 88–89. Atto del 1547.
18 Ibid., n. XIII, Alphonsi I decreta exempla 1505 ad 1533, p. 47–48.
19 Eberhard von Weyhe (Duri de Pascolo), Aulicus politicus Diversis Regulis Praeceptis (sive ut

ictus Iavolenus loquitur, Definitionibus selectis, videlicet CCCLXII. Antiquorum et Neoteri-
corum prudentiae Civilis Doctorum instructus, in: Speculi Aulicarum atque politicarum obser-
vationum, Argentinae (Strasburg), Procurante Lazaro Zetzenero Bibliopola Argentinensi, 1599,
p. 167–261.

20 A.S.Mo., A.S.E., Cancelleria, Leggi e Decreti, serie B, n. XII, Herculis I decretorum registrum
1486 ad 1488, respectively, p. 98–100 and 302–303.

21 B.A.M., Archivio Pio Falcò di Savoia, n. 531, (V.N. 497), Fascicolo 4.
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FROM THE »FAMILIA« TO THE COURT

The existence of a familia was therefore necessary for the constitution of a court, but
not sufficient to that end. If it is true that in every court there was a familia not all
familie could be legitimately called courts. As Trevor Dean has pointed out in his
study of the late Medieval Este courts: »It may be argued that what we have here is a
distinction between court and Household: every lord has his Household (famigliari,
camerlenghi), but not every lord had a court«22. This could take place only if the
conditions in Sigismondi’s list were fulfilled, which is to say: that the pater familiae
(or the mater familiae) were »a great absolute Prince, whether he be Pope, Emperor,
King, Cardinal, Duke, Marquis, Count or any other title of absolute power« or
successor to the state, as are the Cardinals in Rome, and elsewhere, the first-born of
Princes, or other of their blood or that »if there not be these primary conditions, that
they at least be in themselves absolute Princes of their States […] so that they mint
coin, administer justice and other similar things, with no recourse to any superior
Prince«.

Nevertheless, other confusions in terminology hinder this partial clarification of
the relation between familia and court. In fact, people of the XV and XVI centuries
used the expression court in referring to the places, architectural spaces (the curia,
chors or cohors in Latin), the palatii curiae in which the members of the Este House
resided, as well as the body of those who worked and lived there23. The very word
cortixano or cortesano, which is found again and again in the chronicles, in adminis-
trative documents and in correspondence, does not describe a precise category of
employee, but was rather a general term for those who served at court, regardless of
the person’s job or hierarchic position.

Nevertheless, within each court there were important distinctions, for example in
the group which included the signori, gentiluomini, camerieri, oratori e consiglieri di
giustiza and the other dependents; the superiors and inferiors according to Della Ca-
sa24, the maiores et minores of Cortesio, and Sigismondi’s principals, mid-levels, and
inferiors. While the Este principals enjoyed extensive privileges, the mid-levels (the
members of the so-called middle court: accountants, notaries, cooks, tailors, ward-
robe officers, bakers, butchers, carpenters, wood-turners, etc.) and the inferiors (ex-
ponents of the lower court: servants, dishwashers, gardeners, porters, farmers, stable
boys, and the like) had to make do with lesser, though still important, privileges.

One may thus understand why the courts as a whole consisted of a number of
individuals which was much broader and greater than that of the familie – the ducal

22 T. Dean, Notes on the Ferrarese Court in the Later Middle Ages, in: Renaissance Studies XIII
(1989), p. 357–369, here p. 361.

23 Note the similar observations made in the case of Milan by Gregory Lubkin in his A Renais-
sance Court. Milan under Galeazzo Maria Sforza, Berkeley, University of California Press,
p. 95–96.

24 I refer to Giovanni Della Casa’s, De officiis potentiores et tenuiores amicos, in: A. Di Benedet-
to (ed.), Prose di G. Della Casa e altri trattatisti cinquecenteschi del comportamento, vol. I,
Torino 1970, p. 135–189.
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court averaged more than four hundred courtiers to its circa hundred familiari – even
having to defend its outer borders constantly, given that there were individuals of
every social extraction, from stable boys to the domain’s principal feudal lords, all of
whom could be easily confused with the multitude of individuals dependent on the
House of Este.

The concern and the need to keep the differences and distances between the »legal«
courtiers and »the rest of the world« in service to the Este, however, came not only
from the need to clarify and crystalize the internal hierarchies, but also from practical
considerations. The courtiers in fact enjoyed sought-after social, legal, economic, and
fiscal privileges. Many of them were exempt from taxes and customs, could compete
for ecclesiastical benefices, enjoyed a favourable juridical standing and were suppor-
ted in their careers as functionaries. In addition they could seize the chances for social
advancement offered by opportune marriages and the politics of feudalization and
nobilitation attendant on them, they received magnificent gifts, gained tax collecting
and customs contracts that earned them a lot of money indeed. Nevertheless, given
that the court was made up of a heterogeneous association of individuals from diverse
social and cultural extraction who could for various motives aspire to be all consid-
ered legitimately courtiers, it became essential to establish criteria of inclusion and
exclusion, setting forth the grades of internal hierarchy in order to institute various
levels, with respectively different treatment and privileges.

Then just who was it that worked inside the courts of the House of Este? Who
could properly call himself a courtier? Substantially those who served the duke,
duchess, princes, and princesses of the House inside the private and domestic spaces:
the continuity of the relationship between prince and servant and the physical and
residential nearness, were the first parameters for qualification, regardless of the
reasons for the service.

In fact, these simple distinctions allowed for classification of the various categories
of individuals who had working relationships with the court milieu: while the req-
uisite for continuity excluded the thousands of suppliers of goods and services, co-
residence and private service discriminated the persons who, even though regularly
salaried employees of the members of the House of Este, were not among the corti-
giani immediate salariati since they worked outside their residences and at a distance
from their lords.

My use of the expression cortigiani immediate salariati is in fact not at all casual. To
definitely clarify the question I have decided to use the distinction formulated by the
court functionaries themselves, who considered courtiers to be, in the administrative,
institutional, and legal sense of the term, only the immediate salariati, a formula that
was valid also for the courtiers of the particolari courts maintained by the hereditary
princes and princesses of the blood. The grida of 1558 which forbad the bearing of
arms, in fact reads: From this decree are excepted all the cortigiani immediate salariati
who are in service to his Highness and also those salariati who are in service to his most
Serene consort and his illustrious brothers and offspring, who are allowed to bear
sheathed sword and dagger25.

25 A.S.Mo., A.S.E., Cancelleria, Gridario, serie B, registri di gride manoscritte dal 1436 al 1596,
vol. I,Gridepergl’archibusi eper l’armepublicata sotto ildiXXIIIIgiugno, 1558,p. 102,point10.
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The expression, seemingly obscure, referred to all those who were listed as salariati
di bolletta in the ruoli dei salariati di bolletta, the Este equivalent to the rotoli (rolls)
compiled by the pontifical curia, in the cardinalate courts and in the courts of most
Italian lords. The ruoli were books in which the assigned officer listed each year the
titles, names, surnames, duties, and rewards of the courtiers who had the right to a
monthly monetary salary. These registers, at least from 1457, the first year for which
we have a Ferrarese bolletta, took on an increasingly precise and exclusive structure
over the next few decades. The function of an officer of court – humble or grand – was
not conferred by patent letter like the titles of familiarità. On the contrary, it was
ratified by inscription, always by order of the magnificent general stewards, the ducal
plenipotentiaries, of the data of the titulars of the three books of the salariati annually
set up using double-entry bookkeeping. The trio consisted of a registro di bolletta, its
index or rubric, and of a daily journal of the bolletta, which in the ducal courts was
written and kept by the officer of the bollette dei salariati, and in other courts by an
accountant.

Normally, with the exception of princes and princesses, for whom two pages each
were set aside, the courtiers were listed two on a page, sometimes even three on a
page, with the exception of six categories of dependents: the stable famigli (stable
boys, muleteers, coachmen, wagoners), the soldiers of the castle, the duke’s private
guards (otherwise known as halberdiens or lanze spezade), some employees of the
guardaroba, members of the ducal chapel (at least up until the 1560’s), and finally the
riders and couriers. This group, even though carrying the full title of courtier, never
appeared singly in the bollette dei salariati for administrative reasons, but rather in
groups: ex famigli of the stables, muleteers, cattle-men, coach-drivers. Individual
names were registered only in the lists of the appropriate offices: the riders and
couriers in the registers of the ufficio del Mese, the stable famigli in the stable books,
the soldiers in the lists of the provisions for the castle, etc., thus rendering more
manageable the keeping of the master account book and corresponding daybooks.

The management was not simple: if we look closely at the structure of any bolletta
dei salariati book we find debited the payments of the monthly stipends, their dates,
and any debts matured with the ducal treasury, especially in payment of taxes and
customs and for the purchase of food stuffs from the appropriate ducal offices (gra-
naries, buttery, dispensary, grassa, cellars). On the credit side there was the global
credit which equalled the sum of the monthly stipends multiplied by the number of
months that would effectively be paid, varying from ten to twelve (depending on the
number of paghe morte that would be withheld).

The analysis of these sources that I undertook in order to build a prosopographic
database which now includes information regarding 9850 courtiers from thirty-three
different Este courts has shown me two very interesting phenomena26. The first is the
process for expulsion from the ruoli dei salariati di bolletta for those individuals not
considered to be courtiers. The second is instead the progressive disappearance from
the ducal rolls of the salary earners who served in the particolari courts of the other
Este princes and princesses. These events, largely contemporary and in any case both

26 See G. Guerzoni, Le corti estensi e la Devoluzione del 1598, Modena 1999, Appendix.
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occurring during the thirty years from the middle of the 1480’s to the first decade of
the 1500’s, confirm the presence of a wide-spread and growing awareness of the limits
of the court. While the first surviving bolletta, from 1457, mentions 357 Este cour-
tiers, 81 soldiers, and 43 members of the University of Ferrara27, and demonstrates a
division into three parts identical to that of the bolletta of 1462, the ledger of 1475 no
longer includes the members of the University (still present in the 1471 index) but
includes the courtiers of Ercole II, the Duchess Eleonora d’Aragona and the names of
54 soldiers, among whom figure the functionaries of the soldo, the soldiers’ bank,
some podestà and some captains of forts and castles spread around the duchy28.
Thirteen years later, the bolletta of 1488 still lists the duke’s salaried men, the duchess
and about thirty of the same soldiers29, while the index of 1499 cites six distinct
groups of salary earners: those of the duke, the group made up of the soldiers,
captains and troops of the castle, soldiers, and courtiers of the four sons Don Alfon-
so, Don Ferrante, Don Sigismondo and Don Julio30. Seven years after, in 1506, the
second year of Alfonso I’s reign, one finds only the duke’s wage-earners31 and no
other, in the day journal of the bolletta. From that year on, in the one hundred and
sixty bollette dei salariati that I studied and transcribed, regarding thirty-three differ-
ent courts, and with the exception of some cardinalate bollette32, in the case of the
entourages of very young offspring, and more rarely for the dependents of some
duchesses, individuals extraneous to the court circuit were no longer listed. This is an
incontrovertible sign of the progressive and implacable delineation of institutional
perimeters.

The only exception to the rule just described was for those courtiers inscribed in
the soldo register, otherwise known as the soldiers’ bank, the office that in peacetime
paid a regular salary to about 400 cavalry and artillery men who constituted the core
of the standing army33.

27 I took this information from the bolletta conserved in A.S.Mo., C.D.E., B.S., n. 1.
28 A.S.Mo., C.D.E., B.S., n. 7.
29 Ibid., n. 11.
30 Ibid., n. 13.
31 Ibid., n. 17.
32 The bollette dei salariati of the Este cardinals pose some specific problems in interpretation as

their exponents frequently, as soon as an ecclesiastical benefice of some import had been re-
ceived, disappear from the bolletta even though they remain in service. This difficulty is accen-
tuated by the fact that the cardinals’ administrators managed more than one bolletta at a time,
moving the relative salariati from one to the other. For example in the bollette dei salariati of the
Diocese of Ferrara, in the years it was governed by Este cardinals, one finds various wage-
earners and courtiers who never ceased to serve the cardinals during their stays in Rome or
France.

33 The military, referred to in the sources as salariati or provisionati del soldo, were for the most
part cavalry and among them were found uomini d’arme, the balestrieri a cavallo, the cavalleg-
geri and the »broken lances« of the duke’s personal guard, all supported by the famous nucleus
of the Este artillery known as the bombardieri. In times of war, these persons were supported by
the ordenanze of Ferrara, Modena, and Reggio, who were militia and citizens under the orders
of captains named by the duke, and by various mercenary companies of infantry, paid only
during wartime and receiving a separate stipend. The Este fleet, which consisted of numerous
barbotte, galleys, and brigantines and crews made up only minimally of permanent dependents,
was paid by the same office.
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The soldo was formed between 1360 and 1400, when an office for the oversight of
military finances was established and entrusted to an stipendiary officer, precursor to
the superior of the soldo of the Quattrocento. From that time this officer, aided by a
treasurer, a collaterale and two officers of the soldo, paid the Este military, and
functioned alongside the ducal treasury in exercising the court’s banking activities
and liquidated sums that were often greater than 25 000–30 000 lire annually. In
addition, at least until the end of the 1530’s, the soldo also took care of the adminis-
tration of the fabric stores, the office that purchased, kept, and distributed fabrics
acquired for the court’s use. Now, the fact that the soldo paid some ducal courtiers
who were not always included in the rolls of the salariati della Bolletta, has a specific
motive. Looking through the list we find that these individuals were painters, sculp-
tors, tailors, engravers, and miniaturists and then, for only a few years, cooks, cou-
riers, squires, riding secretaries, barbers, credenzieri, falconers, hunters, singers, mu-
sicians, drummers and horn players, servants.

In the cases of the artists and artisans, the motive for this collocation derives from
the special economic treatment reserved to those who were paid by the soldo, as they
enjoyed a treatment similar to that meant for the salariati di bolletta, but only for
limited periods of time (calculated in months). Nevertheless, since it was economi-
cally unwise to grant the numerous painters, sculptors, miniaturists, and engravers
who could spend months or half-years at court status as courtiers of the bolletta, the
dukes used this device to facilitate the work without unduly compromising their own
finances, given that the assumption of court rank carried heavy obligations. For this
reason, between 1484 and 1528 the following were paid by the soldo: two woodcar-
vers, one lute maker, one teacher, six armorers, one miniaturist, one engineer, six
painters, thirteen tailors, one furrier, two sculptors and one stone carver.

The second group instead was simply the courtiers who followed the duke to war,
to battle: in fact it is not by accident that their names are in the ledger of the soldo from
1482, the year in which the war against Venice began, to 1529, when the conflict with
pontifical and imperial troops ended. In the eighteen bollette of the following soldo,
from no. 64 of 1529 to no. 81 of 1652, of which I transcribed through no. 74 of 1556,
one no longer finds the name of one single courtier with the exception of the trum-
peters, and never more than six at a time.

Nevertheless, the salariati di bolletta and those temporarily listed in the ledgers of
the soldo did not account for all the broad range of regular servants of the court.
Besides the courtiers paid from other ledgers like the stableboys, halberdiers, soldiers
of the duke’s body guard and of the castle, riders and couriers and some employees of
the guardaroba, who received a regular monetary salary, there were other categories
for which the terminology needs some explanation. A good opportunity to test our
knowledge in what to the inexpert eye might look like an impossible jumble of titles
and initials lies in an episode reported by a Ferrarese chronicler in 1502, regarding the
definition of famiglio, the lemma in this case is used in the sense of courtier, not
familiare. And so

on 18 January 1502 a decree was made by the Duke of Ferrara that there was no person, of
whatever condition may be who could bear arms of any sort unless he were of the Duke’s family
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or one of the other lords of the most illustrious Este House […] and they meant as famiglio all
those who continuously serve their lordships and stayed in their Houses and palaces and were
salariati of these lords and had their everyday needs from these same; and the famigli of these
men may not bear [arms]34.

The primary condition then was continuing service over the course of the year, with
no interruptions. This criterion was recognized by almost all contemporary jurists
and treatise writers, considering the stability of the service relationship to be deter-
minant to the recognition, whether formalized or by usage, of the title of courtier. It
was not just a legal cavil here: the requisite of continuity excluded thousands of
suppliers of goods and services and hundreds of temporary and seasonal workers.
These last, even though they might work for months or years for any given court
office, were still not considered courtiers in the legal sense of the term, and did not
enjoy any of the benefits accorded to that status.

This was followed by the obligation to serve their lords and reside in their Houses
and palaces, which discriminated against all who neither served the princes and prin-
cesses of the House of Este nor lived in their dwellings. The reference to the casa, to
the private and domestic dimension of the relationship, was basic to the recognition
of the quality of courtier. Lorenzo Ducci expressed the situation very clearly, using
theoretical bases already stated by other treatise writers:

However we must not call Courtiers, all those who serve (including the Soldiers, Judges, and
other magistrates) but only some of them, among whom it can not be denied that they were
commonly held to be those, who serve privately, so that it seems necessary to consider the Prince
as two persons, one public, which makes him the Price, the other private, who we presuppose the
head of a family, […] thus those who serve the Prince, that is in actions for the public good, were
not ever called courtiers, but only those, who serve privately, and are included in his family, or
Court35.

The ›split personality‹ of the prince, public/private, both theorized and recognized
on the juridic level, touched on and divided two distinct universes: the private triad
familia – court – casa, inside of which he was the pater in the most physical and
immediate sense of the word, and the public sphere, not only in the state, in which he
was the ›political‹ prince.

With the Este, the political-state sphere contained a very large number of people, of
whom I shall speak in detail in the following pages, divided into two distinct groups.
In the first group were the state ›officers‹ (podestà, vicars, notaries, judges etc.), the
members of the ducal army and navy, the functionaries who took care of administra-
tive and fiscal affairs. In the second group we find the professors of the Ferrarese

34 Diario ferrarese 1409–1502, in: Rerum Italicarum Scriptores, Raccolta degli storici italiani dal
Cinquecento al Millecinquecento, ordinata da L.A.Muratori. New edition revised, enlarged,
and corrected under the direction of Giosuè Carducci, Vittorio Fiorini, Pietro Fedele, t.
XXIV, parte VII, vol. I, Bologna 1935, p. 278–279.

35 Arte aulica di Lorenzo Ducci, nella quale s’insegna il modo che deve tenere il cortegiano per
divenir possesore della gratia del suo Principe, Ferrara, Vittorio Baldini, 1601, p. 13–14.
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studio (at least up until 1471)36, the more than 4000 employed in farming and animal
husbandry of the Este properties, the 2500 employed in Este manufacturing (the large
plants producing wool and silk37, about twenty glass and brick-making ovens, a soap
factory, three or four foundries, the shipyard and the personnel of the three Ferrarese
ports, the paper mills and printshops), the 800–900 workers in the salt-works at
Longastrino, Comacchio, and in the mines and ovens on the Appenine slopes. None
of these people, although directly dependent on members of the Este House – for
whom they worked uninterruptedly – and even if they were regularly paid by them,
were in any manner considered to be members of the courts, even if they enjoyed
some privileges, because they did not serve in the House.

The third condition stated by the chronicler was the state of being salariati, the
receiver of a monetary salary. This salary was paid monthly in gold, silver, or bronze
alloy coin (until the Cinquecento the upper level salariati were paid in gold, the
others in silver pieces) and consisted of a quota of the fixed stipend (the so-called
ordinary) and for some categories of courtier, a variable amount called the extraor-
dinary.

This condition separated the recipients of a monetary salary from two different
groups of courtiers: the retirees or old courtiers (widows and old courtiers unable to
work who were provided daily with meals, drink, firewood, and sometimes clothing)
and above all, from the numerous bocche (literally mouths). The bocche, often so
termed in contemporary documents, were the courts’ dependents who received only
payment in kind, which took the form of daily meals and sometimes a miserable place
to live. They were numerous, especially as many minors were temporarily among
their ranks. In fact the pages, relatives, and servants of salaried courtiers were in this
group as well as many of the apprentices of the various officers and maestri de corte
(of whom they were often sons, nephews or otherwise related to the court), who
during their long apprenticeships were paid in rations, and only rarely in clothing.

It is precisely for this reason that in correspondence reference was made in terms of
mouths, an expression that in its primitive and basic simplicity clarifies all the earlier
complications and identifies in a rough but clear manner the effective number of
individuals dependent on a duke or a marquis. If Vespasiano da Bisticci, writing about
Federico da Montefeltro, mentioned that the Duke of Urbino had five hundred or
more mouths to feed in his House38, Vincenzo I Gonzaga boasted the presence of five
hundred twenty-nine courtiers and seven hundred ninety mouths39. These figures are

36 At least until 1471 the stipends of the professors and readers of the famous university at Ferrara
were paid by the dukes, who after having deposited the wherewithal in the town coffers reserved
for themselves the control of the collegial organ that named docents and defined the study
program.

37 These activities were conducted separately: for example, at the beginning of the Cinquecento,
besides the Arte della Lana and the Arte della Seta owned by the dukes – one must not misun-
derstand the term »Arte«: these were factories financed and directed by the dukes – Cardinale
Ippolito I had his own functionaries who directed his production of woolen stuffs and silks.

38 Vespasiano Da Bisticci, Le Vite, ed. by A. Greco, Florence 1970–1977, vol. I, p. 401.
39 M.A. Romani, Finanza, istituzioni, corte: I Gonzaga da padroni a principi (XIV–XVII sec.), in:

C. Mozzarelli, R. Oresko, L. Ventura (eds), La corte di Mantova nell’età di Andrea Man-
tegna, Roma 1997, p. 93–104, the phrase is on p. 104.
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not so different from those of the Este duke’s court where, between the Quattro and
the Cinquecento, the numbers were rarely less than six hundred mouths, even though
there were conspicuous changes depending for the most part on the phase in the
court’s life cycle. In 1504, the year in which the four children of Duke Ercole I were
adults, perhaps married, and each surrounded by a good-sized court and all still
dependent on their father, the bocche da pane were one thousand fifty-two and a
quarter and of wine nine hundred fourteen and a half40. Ten years later Duke Alfonso
I and Duchess Lucrezia Borgia’s children were still young and they did not have
many dependent brothers and relatives. This helps us to understand why in 1514 the
bocche da pane were only five hundred twenty-one and a half and of wine five
hundred four and a half41. In 1547, given the precise count of Cristoforo Messisbugo,
the bocche da pane had again become more than six hundred and fifty and of wine
seven hundred, figures which would increase only in the 1570’s after Alfonso II’s
marriage with Margherita Gonzaga.

Returning to the decree of 1502, the fourth passage reinforced the earlier one: it was
not enough to earn a monetary salary, but it was necessary to have one’s everyday
needs from these lords The everyday needs, also called provisions, were worth two or
three times the monetary salary received and consisted in regular consignments of
foodstuffs and domestic goods. These consignments were calculated with respect to
the hierarchical position of the recipient and differed in both quantity and quality.

The final qualification, that they may not bear [arms] who are famiglio these men,
illustrates just how limiting this condition was, there being no form of transitivity of
the privileges thus granted. This passage is more critical than one might think, as it
brings a decisive point to our attention: the model of dependence which reigned
among the Este princes and their courtiers was often repeated, if only on a reduced
scale, on the individual level. As we have in fact observed, the higher functionaries
and the majority of the aristocrats had six, seven, sometimes even ten dependent
famigli, who are not listed among the salariati di bolletta, but instead carefully noted
among the numbers of bocche, and this phenomenon explains the introduction of
these forms of limitation of privileges, abuses, and all manner of pretention.

THE COURTS OF THE DUKES AND DUCHESSES

After having outlined the internal and external limits of the courts and drawn a rapid
profile of those who served, I believe it proper to explain those factors that influenced
the size and nature of those courts maintained by the dukes and duchesses. Beginning
with the ducal court it will be helpful to study the graph below, which shows the
annual number of salariati di bolletta of the Este dukes’ courts between 1470 and
1597:

40 This amount is the result of elaborating sums found in A.S.Mo., C.D.E., A.C., Significati, n. 12,
Significati 1504, cc. 53–55.

41 This amount is the result of elaborating sums found in ibid., n. 15, Significati 1515–1516, cc.
130v–135v, 137r.
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The values that appear in the graph above are the results of adding a constant
number of 120 to the annual total of the salariati di bolletta of the various dukes
named in the registers. This number equals the average number present in the sixty
famigli di stalla (stableboys, muleteers, coachmen, wagoners), thirty castle garrisons
and lanze spezade, ten persons in the ducal chapel, and twenty riders and couriers.
These, as we have seen before, did not ever appear singularly in the bollette dei
salariati, but only in their relative groupings.

Once these individuals are included in the total, the final count gives us a number
varying from 350 to 550 people42, a figure which obviously underestimates the real
number of persons active in the court. Keeping in mind also the presence of about 200
bocche (25–30 pages, the 20–30 apprentices and garzoncelli of the Camera Ducale,
120–150 servants of lords and gentlemen, apprentices and relatives of artisans and
officers), the final totals are more realistically closer to 550–750.

These figures are not surprising: between the Quattro and Cinquecento the courts
of the Sforza, Gonzaga, Medici, and Savoy – excepting only the Farnese – were of
substantially the same character and weight, not to speak of the papal curia. The
affinity is easily seen in the following table, in which the size of these courts is
compared during the second half of the Cinquecento:

42 The sum for 1560, or 609 salariati, is owing to the fact that in that year the salariati of the
duchess’ court were included in the same bolletta. This is therefore not a dependable figure.
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Court Gonzaga Medici Farnese Savoy Pope

Courtiers 245 (1543) 90 (1551) 196 (1562) 701 (1516)
341 (1554) 168 (1564) 175 (1565) 157 (1568)
370 (1577) 162 (1576) 128 (1573)
610 (1589) 233 (1587) 201 (1586) 200 (1588)
705 (1598) 359 (1609) 226 (1593)

Table 2: Members of the courts of the dukes and grand dukes of the Houses of Gonzaga, Medici,
Farnese, Savoy, and of the pope, in 1500. Data relative to the Gonzaga and Farnese courts have
been gleaned from M. A. Romani, »Honesto ocio post laborem ad reparandum virtutem
quiete«: corte, finanze e loisir nei ducati padani tra Cinque e Seicento, in: Atti delle
»Ventiseisima Settimana di Studi« dell’Istituto internazionale di storia economica »F. Datini«,
Prato, 18–23 aprile 1994, ed. by Simonetta Cavaciocchi, Firenze 1995, p. 617–639, at p. 626; the
papal court from A. Ferrajoli, Rotulus familiae Leonis X. Il ruolo della corte di Leone X
(1514–1516), ed. by Vincenzo De Caprio, Roma 1984, p. 32–33; the Medici from M. Fantoni, La
corte del Granduca. Forma e simboli dle potere mediceo tra Cinque e Seicento, Roma 1994,
p. 30; and the court of Savoy for 1562, 1568 and 1573 from the essay by C. Stango, La corte di
Emanuele Filiberto: organizzazione e gruppi sociali, in: Bollettino storico-bibliografico
subalpino LXXXV (1987), p. 445–502, at p. 465, for the year 1588 I used the text by P. Merlin,
Tra guerre e tornei. La corte sabauda nell’età di Carlo Emanuele I, Torino 1991, p. 55. Data
relative to the number of presences in the court of Savoy in 1588 are probably underestimated,
an opinion expressed also by Merlin on p. 55 and 56.

The consistency of the courts depended on several concurring factors. Besides the
criteria of inclusion/exclusion used by today’s scholars, a decisive factor lay in the age
of the court: the Este and Gonzaga by the second half of 1500 both had histories two
centuries long, while the Medici, Savoy, and Farnese were all constituted between
1540 and 1565. Political and clientary ties, territorial control, and influence over local
economies explain both the larger number of members in the older institutions and
the reduced ranks and higher growth rate in the younger. Comparison with other
European courts shows that the Italian case is normal: while the maison du roi in
France included 318 officials in 1490, 366 in 1495, 540 in 1523, 622 in 1535, and 892 in
155743, the court of Philip II of Spain in the 1560’s oscillated between 1220 and 1500
functionaries44, that of Frederick III of Hapsburg had more than 600 members at the
end of the XIV century45, while in 1474 the Duke of Burgundy was surrounded by
1030 courtiers46.

43 A. Barbero, La corte di Francia nel XVI secolo, in: Mozzarelli (ed.), Familia del Principe (as
in n. 15), p. 225–244. The data can be found on p. 229.

44 A. Ezquerra, Felipe II, la Corte y Madrid en 1561, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Ci-
entificas, Madrid 1985, p. 15–18.

45 P.J. Heinig, How Large was the Court of Emperor Frederick III? in: R.G. Asch, A.M. Birke,
(eds), Princes, Patronage, and the Nobility, Oxford 1991, p. 139–156.

46 W. Paravicini, The Court of the Dukes of Burgundy: a Model for Europe?, in: Asch, Birke,
(eds), Princes (as in n. 45), p. 69–103, here p. 76.
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Returning to the Este, the duchesses’ courts were more contained: Eleonora
d’Aragona’s and Lucrezia Borgia’s were usually around 110–120 bocche, with high
points of 140, while that of Renata of France, according to Chiappini, »occupied one
hundred sixty-seven persons and one hundred eighteen mules and horses«47, to which
we must add stable boys and servants. The courts of the first two wives of Alfonso II,
Lucrezia Medici and Barbara of Austria, counted less than one hundred bocche each,
as opposed to that of Margherita Gonzaga, which had more than one hundred bocche
in the early Ferrarese years, after which it dropped to around ninety.

Despite the contained numbers, these nuclei were entirely independent of those of
their relative consorts. Already in the early 1400’s the Marquis and the Marquise of
Ferrara resided in separate spaces, each with their following, and leading largely
independent existences48. On special occasions like festivals and banquets, intra-town
contests, religious celebrations, and arrivals of important guests, the two entourages
would join forces with other Este courts, but for the greater part of the time they were
separate, and sometimes for months at a time. This the reason why the duchesses’
courts were in fact completely self-sufficient, even though there were at least two
characteristics that differed significantly between the consorts’ courts. While the
duke’s entourage was predominantly masculine49, the duchesses’ was equally divided
in gender. The roles and functions were symmetrical and only some positions were
always attributed to males: the pages were male, as was the compagno of the duchess,
the ufficiali di bocca (cooks, cup-bearers, seneschals, carvers, table-deckers) and tho-
se of the guardaroba, the accountants and administrators, some artisans (bakers,
butchers, tailors, embroiderers), and the hands (porters and stablehands). The other
factor, which I will return to frequently in later chapters, was the greater homoge-
neity of geographical origin. Just as an example, of the eighty-two persons in Eleo-
nora of Aragon’s service between 1478 and 1484, thirty were not from within the
duchy. They came from Albania (1), Bagnocavallo (1), Bologna (1), Caravaggio (6),
Carpi (1), Como (2), Cortona (1), Este (1), Florence (2), Milan (3), Naples (7), Pia-
cenza (1), Spain (1), Trento (1), and Vicenza (1). The motive for this accentuated
cosmopolitanism lies in the special nature in which feminine courts were formed.
When marriages were contracted with foreign potentates, the Este princesses arrived
at the fiancé’s House accompanied by a large group of lords, ladies, gentlemen, and
courtiers from Reggio, Modena, Carpi, and Ferrara. Just a glance at the list of fol-
lowers of Isabelle or Beatrice reveals how many of the Duke’s subjects were ready
and willing to move to Mantua or Milan. At the end of the first year abroad, or
sometimes after the second, the delicate phase of ›acclimatization‹ of the new wife
was considered complete and the followers could be partially let go. After the dis-
missal, a part of the original group would return home to the Este territories, and the
others would remain with madama, thus establishing a strong Este colony. It is

47 L. Chiappini, Gli Este. Mille anni di storia, Ferrara 2001, p. 281.
48 For these aspects see the passages in S. Bertelli, Da una corte all’altra, in: Id., F. Cardini and

E. Garbero Zorzi (ed.), Le corti italiane del Rinascimento, Milano 1985, p. 39–76.
49 There were not more than 12–15 women: three or four washerwomen, one or two massare ai

malati, six or seven massare ai servizi, the sons’ wet-nurses.
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certainly not an accident that, in looking over the 1598 will of Lucrezia d’Este50,
Duchess of Urbino, one finds many noblewomen from Ferrara among her ladies: the
ladies Laura Montecuccoli, Isabella Laciosi, Anna, Barbara Cassandra, Lucia and
Lucrezia Trotti, Ippolita Tedeschi, Ginevra Avogadri, Paola and Maddalena Canani,
Agnese and Chiara Cappelli.

This practice was followed by all courts and it, with the added help of marriages
contracted with local élites, aided and abetted the construction of Este networks in
diverse Italian and foreign domains, and at the same time increased the already nota-
bly cosmopolitan character of Ferrara. In fact, in an exactly like manner the foreign
consorts of the lords of the House of Este arrived in Ferrara with large followings,
often more than two hundred bocche, of ladies, lords, artisans and servants from their
own territories. At the end of the first year in the capital, or sometimes slightly later,
and after having negotiated the terms of the operation with the duke or with the
husband, the princesses chose which of the followers to let go. They could not sustain
courts larger than consonant with their allowances, as any integration of income from
private sources was indeed minimal. From this point of view it should be noted that
the smaller the allowance, the more difficult it was to integrate with the local élite,
given also the pre-existence of understandable jealousies and rivalries, as is well
illustrated in the tensions that marked the early relationships between Lucrezia Bor-
gia’s ladies and those of Ferrara. There was in fact the danger that compression of
feminine courts into their smallest possible terms, motivated by the dukes’ and prin-
ces’ financial positions, might push the duchesses to tie themselves even more exclu-
sively and radically to their origins and create separate enclaves, with distinct cus-
toms, languages, and clientele. This element explains the care with which the releasing
of the followers and the negotiation of the annual allowance was treated, as its con-
sistency varied relative to the wife’s family’s power. In 1493 Duchess Eleonor of
Aragon received 25 050 lire annually51, in 1512 and in 1513 Lucrezia Borgia received
only 18 60052, compared to the 33 500 received annually up to 1555 by Renata of
France, who, after the hiatus of 1558–1559, during which her allowance dropped to
21 500, again received 38 250 in 1562, before her definitive return to France53.

Nevertheless, the heterogeneous origin of the courtiers was not an exclusive pre-
rogative of the feminine groups: even in the other courts there were individuals from
numerous Italian and foreign areas, with an accentuated tendency to local speciali-
zations. There were cooks, cellarers, carvers, and tailors from France, Flemish mu-
sicians, singers, tapestry-makers and painters, Swiss halberdiers and clock-makers,
falconers, soldiers and artillery men from Germany, cavalrymen from Albania, Span-
ish servants, Jewish doctors and dance teachers, as well as black and Muslim slaves.
The same kind of composition existed within national groups: there were »colonies«
from Emilia and Romagna, Lombardy, Piedmont, Liguria, the Veneto, Tuscany,

50 A.S.Fi, Ducato d’Urbino, Classe III, f. III, p. 262ff.
51 And precisely 9475 lire for herself, 8000 lire for the guardaroba and 7575 lire for her courtiers’

salaries, in: A.S.Mo, C.D.E., Significati, n. 1, Significati del 1493, Deputazioni di spesa.
52 A.S.Mo., C.D.E., B.S., nos. 25–26.
53 Ibid., nos. 44–67.
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Roma, Naples; each subdivided into »town groups« of Milanese, Pavese, Genovese,
Ferrarese, Bolognese, and Venetian, just to cite some examples. Despite this, the
cosmopolitan character of the feminine courts was accentuated by the specific mo-
dalities of the formation of their entourages, as they were not formed by addition but
rather by subtraction: the courts of Eleonore of Aragon and of Lucrezia Borgia
boasted an enormous presence of ladies, officials, Spanish, Neapolitan and Roman
servants, and that of Renata of Valois »was a French court transplanted wholesale
onto the plains of the Po«54, the familie of Anna Sforza and Margherita Gonzaga were
Lombard colonies and Barbara of Austria’s seemed a little ›German‹ island.

THE HOUSE OF ESTE

On the previous pages I have often mentioned the size of the House because familie
and courts do not include all levels of government and dependence on the domestic-
personal levels: these were in fact included in the superior orders of the House. In this
case too, the word carries more than one sense indicating both some offices of the
court (the oı̀kos, domus or Household in the literal sense as managed by the authority
of the major-domo and/or the maestro of the House), and the casata, the lineage, the
dynasty.

The House thus included the two lower levels of the familie and the courts. While
all Houses were made up of more than one court, one single court was not always
sufficient to constitute a House. In this sense the House of Este was the sum of more
than one familie and corti particolari whose members enjoyed the same privileges,
identical legal status and the same treatment as the duke’s courtiers. This is a fun-
damental point in the economy of my research and is clearly expressed by the con-
tents of a patent letter from Alfonso I to the agents and purveyors of Renata of
France, wife of Ercole II, Duke from 1534:

Every year ordering the provision of foodstuffs for herself and her court and famiglia, the
illustrious Madam of Ferrara [Renata] our most honorable daughter-in-law […] in virtue of
these present letters of patent we expressly command all our officers and subjects of our
territories and places […] that all these things of any kind will be treated, sent, respected and
favored in each step and place of our domain whether on land or water as if they were our own,
as it is none other that we wish the above mentioned madam’s things to be held and esteemed55.

Similarly, in giving Ferrarese citizenship to a familiare of Sigismondo’s brother,
Duke Ercole I expressed his decision eloquently as follows: cum et familiares ipsius
illustris fratris nostri non minus quam nostros diligamus et ad beneficia eis conferenda
prompti et parati sumus56.

54 L. Chiappini, Gli Este (as in n. 47), p. 281.
55 A.S.Mo., A.S.E., Cancelleria, Decreti e chirografi sciolti, busta 1b, Sec. XVI senza data e dal 1501

al 1540, patente del 22 agosto 1532.
56 Ibid., Leggi e Decreti, serie B, n. IX, Herculis I decretorum archetypa 1473 ad 1482, p. 222.
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This equality provoked the birth of an ›internal market‹ of courtier professions: the
existence of nuclei which were very similar from a cultural point of view and very
nearly identical in terms of duties favored the formation of individuals who were able
to serve in any of the Este courts, and consisted, in the capital city, in a rather elevated
number of independent situations. If at the end of the 1550’s there were the depen-
dents of Duke Ercole II, Duchess Renata of France, the Dauphin Alfonso II and his
wife Lucrezia de’ Medici, the Duke’s brothers Francesco and Don Alfonso, Marquis
of Montecchio, and of Laura Eustochia Dianti, mother of Don Alfonso, of the Car-
dinals Ippolito II and Luigi, of the princesses Eleonora and Lucrezia, who became
Duchess of Urbino, then in 1597, the same year that preceded the Este departure
from the capital, there were those of Duke Alfonso II, of Duchess Margherita Gon-
zaga, cousin Cesare d’Este and his wife Virginia de’ Medici, the future Cardinal
Alessandro, of Princess Marfisa d’Este and of Lucrezia, Duchess of Urbino, who
returned to Ferrara after her divorce in 1574.

The courts of the princes and princesses of the blood, whom the commentators of
the time called – not by chance – particolari, made their first appearance in the 1480’s,
when the sudden evolution of the domestic-consortile57 model, which had been typ-
ical of the signorie of the Quattrocento, provoked the explosion of the familia and of
the ducal court into many familie and corti particolari, each with its own special
dimensions and particular customs.

Their formation which was progressive but certainly not linear and was marked by
ups and downs, would find a definitive form only at mid-Cinquecento. Notwith-
standing, the first and decisive part of the race to liberty was run in the last two
decades of the Quattrocento. In those years the stormy political weather and the
proven vulnerability of the Este state demanded a careful direction of intra-family
relations in order to obtain obedience and the willingness to place the interests and
safety of the House of Este before any special interests on the part of the individuals.
But the compliance of the cadet branches came at a price, and it was really quite steep:
the concession of economic and financial resources sufficient to insure the mainte-
nance of »princely« courts and styles of life for the princes and princesses of the
blood. Nevertheless these tacit negotiations fell in a historical phase in which the
centrifugal forces were at their most powerful, given that there were real opportu-
nities to conspire against fathers, uncles, and cousins, in the hopes of taking over as
the new signori.

In this way Duke Ercole I realized in the last twenty years of the Quattrocento the
political necessity of supporting the formation of the particolari courts, after years of
having exercised a legendarily iron control over the purse strings of the House of
Este.

Above all, he increased the allowances of the princes and princesses of the blood. In
1488 the Duke assigned still only 8400 lire of the whole annual income of more than

57 The term »corte domestico-consortile« was coined by M. Cattini and M.A. Romani in the
essay Le corti parallele: per una tipologia delle corti padane dal XIII al XVI secolo, in: G. Pa-
pagno and A. Quondam, La corte e lo spazio: Ferrara Estense, vol. III, Roma 1982, vol. I,
p. 47–82.
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300 000 lire to his consort Eleonora d’Aragona58, 3600, 3600, and 840 respectively to
his brothers Sigismondo, Rinaldo Maria, and Alberto59, and nothing to his offspring,
while in 1493 the Duchess received 25 050 lire60, and in 1494 Sigismondo, Rinaldo
Maria, and Alberto each had 31 500, 3000 e 5333 lire annually, while the crown prince
Alfonso received 1500 himself and his wife, Anna Sforza, 60061.

Nevertheless, if the Aragonese duchess and the duke’s brothers could perhaps
consider themselves content with these initial experiments in equality, the sons and
daughters-in-law of the Ferrarese ruler would have to wait somewhat longer to be
granted their legitimate princely prerogatives. While the familie of princes Alfonso,
Ferrante, and Sigismondo in 150062 were still made up of 60–65, 15–20, 20–25 sala-
riati, just a few years after the death of their father, Alfonso maintained more than
300, Ferrante almost 10063, and Sigismondo more than 6064.

Furthermore, to confirm the desertion of the not always beloved paternal roof, in
the course of the last five years of the XV century almost all the princes and princesses
of the House of Este managed to establish independent quarters. If in December 1496
lo ill.re Don Alfonso, don Sigismondo, et Don Julio, e la Ill.ma madonna Anna, moie
del dicto don Alfonso stantiano da sancto Francesco in Ferrara cum le loro familie et lo
Rev.mo Cardinale nostro a la Certoxa, in lo palatio del duca separato da la Certoxa65,
the »Diario Ferrarese« reveals that in 1501 the Dauphine Lucrezia Borgia resided at
Castelvecchio with her husband Alfonso, the duke’s brothers Alberto, Rinaldo Ma-
ria, and Sigismondo were respectively in the palaces of San Luca, Paradiso, Diamanti,
and Cardinal Ippolito I lived in the monastery at the Certosa, the legitimate princes
Sigismondo and Ferrante were in the Houses in San Francesco and Schifanoia, while
Frizzi remarks that among the goods confiscated from Giulio (the bastard son of
Ercole I, who had been involved in a messy conspiracy) »Nicolo lord of Coreggio
had the palace in via de gli Angeli«66.

But independent residence perhaps represented more a flight than an exile from the
paternal roof and was accompanied by the establishment of structures both financial
and organizational, that would support the economic weight of this independence.
Liberty and autonomy in fact presuppose the availability of delizie where happy and
honest pastimes could be pursued and guests received, farms capable of insuring a
self-sufficient food supply as well as granaries and cellars to contain and distribute
produce, housing for the servants, and stables for the horses and mules. There was an
equal need for the presence of nobles and gentlemen, pages and chancellors, officials,
artists, artisans and administrators, servants, housekeepers and stablemen able to take

58 A.S.Mo., C.D.E., B.S., n. 9, Registro di Bolletta, 1484, c. 116.
59 Ibid., n. 11, Registro di Bolletta, 1488, cc. 3–5.
60 To be precise: 9475 lire for herself, 8000 lire for her guardaroba and 7575 lire for the salaries for

her courtiers. In ibid., Significati, n. 1, Significati del 1493, Deputazioni di spesa.
61 Ibid., B.S., n. 12, Registro di Bolletta, 1494, cc. 2–6.
62 I took this information from ibid., n. 13 and 14, Estratti di bolletta, 1499 and 1500.
63 Ibid., A.P., n. 651, Zornale di don Ferrante da Este, 1505.
64 Ibid., n. 1480, Memoriale di Sigismondo I, 1508–1509.
65 Diario ferrarese 1409–1502 (as in n 34), p. 193.
66 A. Frizzi, Memorie per la storia di Ferrara, Ferrara 21847–1848, vol. IV, p. 225.
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over the jobs formerly done by their ducal colleagues. The setting up or enlarging of a
following of these dimensions required financial resources enough to pay the salaries,
keep the staff fed, dressed, and shod in an honorable and appropriate manner.

The adoption of a precise princely formula could not in fact exempt itself from the
possession of certain goods and the manifestation of determined symbols, in a histor-
ical moment full of occasions for drawing sometimes painful parallels. In this sense,
the nuptial strategies which tied the destinies of the most illustrious Italian Houses in
the late Quattrocento, bound by increasingly complex relationships, and the arrival
in Ferrara in the early Cinquecento of Lucrezia Borgia and Renata of France, facil-
itated the encounter, and sometimes collision, with distant realities and quite differ-
ent cultures. These relationships required frequent voyages, continual visiting and
long periods of reunion with the homeland or native city, and increased the occasions
for the individual’s testing itself against different traditions and customs. The cases of
Isabella d’Este, Marquess of Mantua, who could stay in Ferrara more than ten
months to help her sister-in-law Lucrezia Borgia through her pregnancy and deliv-
ery, and the Duchess Eleonora d’Aragona, who in 1477 gave birth to her son Ferrante
at Naples during a visit to her father’s court, were not extraordinary events but rather
the natural pendant of the whirling about of the respective consorts.

A further stimulus came from the events of war: the Italian wars, even though they
provided an outlet for the careers of the cadet princes, caused the arrival on Italian soil
of great Lords from all over Europe, with the naturally concomitant comparisons
and shame when found to be less well recompensed.

Nor, on the other hand, could the princes of the Church from the House of Este
remain untouched by these attractions as they for the first time in these same years
attained to the desired cardinals’ red and its attendant prebends, which put further
space between the princes and the cadet branches. Cardinal Ippolito I, who had an
income almost greater than the duke’s own, had a very elaborate life style, rivaling
that of his brother and making himself a point of obligatory comparison for the rest
of the members of the House. His father, Duke Ercole I, justified in this way the
relative »paucity« of goods67 left to him in the will: Iubens et volens ipse Ill.mus
Dominus testator dictum Reverendissimum eius filium esse tacitum et contentum pro
omni eo quod petere et consequi posset rationibus et juribus antedictis. Considerans
eidem R.mo Cardinali satis esse provisum per tot beneficia quae possidet et habet68,
taking the problem of »equality« in the division of the inheritance and the necessary
reequilibration that was needed between the financial possibilities of the Este heirs, in
the light of the legitimate though increasing expectations of the princes and princes-
ses of the blood.

The only particolari courts that showed characteristics different from their Ferra-
rese fellows were those of the cardinals and bishops of the House of Este. These

67 A.S.Mo. A.S.E., Casa e Stato, no. 324, Testamento di Ercole I d’Este, 1504, fascicolo 1966.VI/1,
p. 4: Item reliquit jure institutionis R.mo et Ill.mo D.no D.no Hippolyto Cardinali Estens. et eius
filio legitimo et naturali quatuor rochetos a Cardinali pro omni sua legitima et portione sibi
debita in bonis et hereditate sua iure naturae et quocumque alio iure aut alia quacumque ratione
vel causa.

68 Ibid., p. 4–6.
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entourages, as we will see in the chapters dedicated to the careers of the courtiers,
could enjoy a degree of heterogeneousness even greater than the already various and
composite feminine courts. On the other hand, the prelates of the Este House formed
their own courts in progressive stratification, co-opting members during the voyages
and sojourns in France and at Rome that punctuated their active lives. Still, despite
the continual movement, they maintained, for political, economic, and presumably
sentimental reasons, very solid ties with their home cities, where they kept familiares
to oversee their various interests, and with the various centers in which they had their
ecclesiastical seats. In this way they built poly-centric courts, made up of real and true
familie, that followed the Cardinals everywhere and always, and of »residential«
nuclei established in various towns. For example, while Cardinal Ippolito I kept a
court at Ferrara and another in the Hungarian bishopric of Stringonia69, recompens-
ing at the same time the numerous representatives of the bishopric of Milan, the
Pomposa Abbey, and the bishoprics of Ferrara, Modena, and Capua, his nephew
Cardinal Ippolito II held court at Ferrara, in France and at Tivoli, and this does not
include the collaborators who administered the properties at Cento, Pieve and Bon-
deno, the archbishopric of Milan and the French dioceses of Lyon, Autun, Nar-
bonne, Auch, and Arles.

These courts then had distinctive characteristics and were of considerable size. The
cosmopolitan nature of their composition is remarkable and was the immediate con-
sequence of concurring causes. First one must not underestimate the importance and
the role of the originari, those Ferrarese persons or individuals from the Este entou-
rages who often were in service to these ecclesiastics from the time of their infancy,
and remained tied to them. In like manner the papal court, the mother of all courts,
continued its non-stop production of administrators, secretaries, auditors, and chan-
cellors of all nationalities willing to work for such rich and influential cardinals, while
the other cardinalate courts also contributed in a significant way to that vast and rich
›labor pool‹, from which valid collaborators were recruited. As an example, among
the salariati serving Cardinal Ippolito I in Hungary in 1490, we find more than forty
Bohemians, about thirty Hungarians, Zoane and Andrea, Polish, Jacob, helper to the
credenciero, and Zoane, smith, both Germans, the French Piero, tailor, not counting
the stable boys, armigers and the scullery-boys, who were all hired locally70. In like
manner, among the salariati of Cardinal Ippolito II, in 1556 there were, besides
numerous Ferrarese, thirteen Frenchmen, one Pole, four Bolognese, three from Pad-
ua, three from the Valtellina, two Sienese, two Mirandolese, two Mantuans, and one
each from Rome, Novara, Varallo, Gaeta, Carpi, Venice, Scandiano, Brescia, Vicenza,
Piacenza, Correggio, Pesaro, Milan, Pistoia, and Rimini. And this, knowing that
geographic origin is indicated for less than half of the members of his court and even
then it is not always clear71. The Bishop Luigi d’Este also (he became cardinal three

69 Later transferred to Agria, also in Hungary.
70 A.S.Mo., C.D.E., A.P., n. 755, Bolletta del Cardinale Ippolito I, 1490; the bolletta, in a piteous

state of conservation, reveals the existence of a court with more than 140 salariati, to which must
be added the dozens of homini d’arme and the vast group of bocche.

71 Ibid., n. 904, Bolletta del Cardinale Ippolito II, 1556.
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years later) hired numerous local workers as soon as he joined his brother Alfonso in
France in 1558: wagoners Luigi Fillett and Fidecour, the servant to the pages Martino
Modoit, assistant to the camere Maturin, two wine helpers Masse and Talion, the five
kitchen helpers Camu, Dialay, Fransue, Jean da Bois, and Piccardo, pastry chef Jean
and the chief cook’s boy Pietro Auson, the kitchen porter Brentavino, the officer of
the dining room Fransue, helped by the porter Pietro de Villecotre, and the groom
Basco.

These reasons explain why we are dealing with nuclei of considerable size: the
court of Cardinal Ippolito I boasted over 120 salariati as early as the end of the
Quattrocento, and Ippolito II’s more than 15072, Luigi’s reached the legendary mark
of 800 elements – and though this number is certainly exaggerated, it gives a real sense
of their splendor.

For the most part these estimates err on the low side: every »local« unit had its own
bolletta, as we see in the registers of the salariati of Ferrara, Stringonia, Angria, the
dioceses of Modena and Ferrara, Tivoli, France, etc. Thus we are not far from the
truth postulating that the total number of those dependent on the Este cardinals was
about 300–400 at least up to the 70’s of the Cinquecento.

One must not forget the bishops’ familie, which were smaller but nonetheless
interesting. Sometimes the bishopric was an intermediate step to attaining the rank of
cardinal, as was the case with Ippolito I, Ippolito II, and Luigi; in other cases instead it
was conferred on other collateral branches of the House of Este, like Meliaduse,
suffragan of the bishopric of Modena and later named Bishop of Comacchio, Gurone
Maria, canon in Ferrara, apostolic protonotary, commendatory of the Abbeys of
Nonantola, Santa Maria di Gavello and of Campagnola and finally head of the Dio-
cese of Rovigo or Nicola Maria, son of Gurone, who obtained the Diocese of Adria.

These phenomena favored the building of broad, tight, and robust networks of
relatives capable of extending the influence of the House of Este parthenogenetically
into a knot of alliances and aids that could be quickly called into play to take advan-
tage of attractive opportunities and satisfy the legitimate pretensions of the Este
subjects. At the same time the proliferation of particolari courts insured positions of
dignity to subjects wishing to begin a career at court: even at mid-Cinquecento, when
the ducal court could sustain 500/550 individuals, the particolari together were able
to handle 1000/1200 more.

72 With high points of 350–400 persons, as one can learn from G. Fragnito, »Parenti« e »fami-
liari« nelle corti cardinalizie del Rinascimento, in: Mozzarelli (ed.), Familia del Principe (as in
n. 15), p. 539–564, p. 561: »the case of Cardinal Ippolito II d’Este, who in 1561 went as legate to
France with a following of 350«.


